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While there are many credible organizations and agencies committed to the fight
against disease, hunger and human rights violations; GCI and its ministry partners
insist on taking a Kingdom-focused approach! The Scriptures pose an allimportant question in Mark 8:36: “What good is it for a man to gain the whole
world, yet forfeit his soul?" We must complete the entire process by providing each
survivor the opportunity to enter into a personal relationship with Jesus
Christ. Only there will they truly find complete healing and redemption through
the gift of Salvation! We are excited about a new relationship between GCI and
Agape International Missions (AIM) that will greatly enhance our ability to raise
awareness and combat human slavery and sex trafficking...both in Cambodia and
here at home in the US. Never before have we met an organization that has been
as successful in providing such powerful and competent, long-term solutions for
addressing this ever-growing, $35 billion industry straight from the pit of hell! We
are working together on plans for a very special event in the Denver area next
spring. We are work to raise awareness, and recruit both the manpower and
finances needed for the prevention, rescue, restoration, and reintegration of
hundreds of victims currently awaiting rescue!
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"Beyond The Word Radio" - the new FM radio station in Nkwanta, is the only
game in town, and shares the Gospel message daily, with over one million people
throughout the Volta region of Northern Ghana. The new "Be Fresh" water
packaging plant just began production earlier this year. Under the direction of GCI
Country Director, Kwame Nkruma, these two initiatives now employ over 50
people, and are providing long-term, sustainable revenue streams that support
local ministry staff and their families. Twenty acres have been purchased and we
are working together with Kwame on start-up plans for the brand new "Graceland
Academy" which will provide a Biblically-based education for needy children near
the village where he grew up as the son of a village witch doctor! The next Vision
Trip will be in May 2016 as we go over to participate in the dedication of the radio
station and the water packaging plant. More details in January.
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Construction and furnishing of the new medical clinic on the Voice of Victory
ministry compound near Moshi, are now complete! Bishop Unity Msami, GCI
Country Director for Tanzania, has been a faithful and trustworthy ministry partner
for over 15 years. His ministry has impacted the impoverished Muslim community
on the outskirts of Moshi in a variety of ways. His daughter, Winnie, has
completed her medical training, which now allows her to direct daily operations at
the new clinic. We want to thank the Concordia Lutheran Ministries Foundation
for providing a $70,000 grant, for the third year in a row, to help get the clinic up
and running and provide for operational startup costs. Many of you contributed
towards the purchase of a brand new farm tractor and trailer that is now being
used in a custom farming enterprise that will help provide salaries for the clinic
staff.
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Next steps include master planning the remainder of the 5-acre Voice of Victory
ministry compound, and pursuing the construction of a new church building. Why
not join GCI Board member, Rick Bergman, and President, Jim Weber, on the Next
Vision Trip that is now set for February 13th - 23rd, 2016?
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"Spend a few days with us in our world, and it will change your attitude about yours!"
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We are excited to announce the formation of a new "Impact Investment Group"
that is actively pursuing real estate investment opportunities in order to help fund
"Kingdom-building" in the days ahead. This "Win-Win" scenario has investors
committing a significant portion of their annual net-profits to ministry, while also
personally retaining a healthy rate of return. The very first project that closed on
September 2, 2015 is a fully-leased, 20,000 SF office building in Lafayette, CO. It is
currently producing a 16.2% annual rate of return, and 50% of these annual,
net-profits have been committed to GCI ministry. This group of "Kingdom-minded
investors" will be meeting on the 2nd Tuesday of every month, beginning in
January, to learn of up–and-coming investment opportunities and compare notes
as we seek to honor the Lord with each and every part of our lives. The next
project being considered has the potential of producing an 18-20% return on
investment. It's simple! We want to make lots of money, and honor the Lord off
the top by supporting things that will make a difference for all of eternity! Please
let us know if you would like to be kept in the loop as we pursue these
opportunities in the days ahead. It's rewarding and fulfilling to be a part of
changing the culture related to how we “do missions," and how we pay for it!
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